CHAPTER – 43
WELFARE NORM AND INSTRUMENTS OF PROGRESS
The process of development as of is realized in the potential of the population. Theories are
generated to deal with the reality of perspectives governing the folds of the working fields for
development. The economic field as such is realized by various parameters which govern the folds of
development in true posture and to the correct aptitudes which are part of the populations. Similarly
the field of politics has into its fold various theories which rightfully characterize the potential of the
populations in the process of linking to various developmental fields. The society as such is ruled by
various natures of scientific temperaments which rightfully diagnose the problems of the masses and
provides an amicable solution to all problems. The scientific theories of medicine and technical fields
are all but apt to the problems of the masses and rightfully characterize the problems of the
population. The theories of all of the fields of work are engrossed in a working culture which
rightfully characterizes the nature of trades and aptly bounds the natural limitations of the
characterization by the society of their fields of work. The nature of a field of work is intrinsic to the
nature of the populations and is least apt for modifications. The process of development yields itself
as a potential force for uplifting the masses from the vagaries in life and these vagaries in life are next
required for correction by yielding itself to other strata of populations by in clause nature of
progressive channelization. The forefronts of progressive development are thus required for as of
casting itself into a potential force which can suit the purpose of development as a dynamic prospect.
The degree of prospects which can be accrued for the citizens will be determined by the new
instruments which we grade as of potential attribute in the nature of the welfare state policy. These
instruments of progress will set the foundation of limits for policies under welfare state which can act
as potential force for development. The realization of optimum interest rate system is aptly dealt for in
the economic field as an essential component which is governing the dynamic folds of the
development as of required for realizing the progress up to a correct degree in the society. The
insurance sector is another dynamic instrument of progress which suits the needs of development
under unfortunate events in the society which can damage the perspectives of the economy. The
developmental folds in the insurance sector aptly serve the needs of the people under misfortunes and
act as a barrier for negative growth. The dynamic folds of development are aptly required for
adaptation to progression in the society and instruments of progress lead the way of progressive nature
of trades to the desired levels which can harness the potential of the welfare state policy to an extreme
end.

The dynamism of developmental policies under welfare state will become exposed only when
the characterization is attributed into rationalities which can channel the course of development in true
spirit and to the nature of the trade. The purposes in developmental forefronts are traced into the
potentialities which are heavily dosed into the nature of the populations and as such provide a helping
hand in the conduct of the policies under welfare state. The suitability of welfare state is measured by
the standards which are heavily and profoundly engrossed in the nature of the populations. The in
clause rule of attribution is to be traced into the extent up to which we can harness the potential of the
trades such that we demarcate an open interface for all of the jargons in developmental forefronts and
truly understand the functioning of the trades. The possibilities of development are traced in the
potential of the populations only when we make a case for developmental folds by associating the true

potential of the people at every stage in the developmental course. The prospects of developmental
course will be truly harnessed to the potentiality when the course of development is associated as
serving the needs of the people and basing the prospects from development as a continuous
association to the liking to all of the populations. The instruments of progress are but a channel in the
course of development for an outlook which will truly demarcate the procedures of development an
open interface by which we can ensure continuity in the developmental course. The underlying
perpetuating principles for development are they need to be adaptable in such an outlook that they
ensure continuity to the entire domain of developmental course. The principles are thus meant to be
developed in such an outlook that we truly make a case for development by understanding the needs
of the populations and at the same time harness the potential of the populations to demarcate favors by
the welfare norm for the society. The principles are thus to be traced for the ongoing policies which
will suit the requirements of the people and will associate the prospects on welfare state norm by the
instruments of progress associating true favors for all of the populations.

The instruments of progress which we have stressed for developmental requirements need to
be traced as an essential ingredient for defining true modes for the developmental course with high
growth perspectives. The issue of progress is to be traced in the individual domain such that we can
define the purposes in living to the personal liking and at the same time serve the needs of the people
by associating favors to all. The instruments of progress are essential ingredients in such an aptitude
that their functionality determines the course of development and determines the extent up to which
the developmental course can be carried out. The purpose of instrument of progress is to be traced as a
channel to add vigor to the processes of development such that their functionality will trace
possibilities of development to the correct levels and to the true directions in the economic folds. The
fundamental instruments of progress are to be traced in some of the forms as optimum interest rate
system, insurance sector, utility services and those icons of progress which add vigor to the economic
folds by guaranteeing continuous prospects for the economy. The understanding of the developmental
forefronts in the present course of development can be identified in the instrument of progress which
deals with quality of consoles being traded in the present world. This new instrument of progress
which we define as quality terms for development inspects the potentiality of the processes by
scrutiny as of if the development is being adaptable to the course of growth in the society. This new
instrument of progress will scrutinize the modules of development if they make a case for continuous
prospects in the society. The associations of this new instrument of progress is to be traced for if the
developmental course guarantees safety to the works of developmental forefronts and if we are aptly
surrendering our expertise to the causes in developmental forefronts in full potentiality. The processes
of development are required to be certified in various domains of work culture before they can make
an impact in the course of progress for the society. The highly technical course for development is
suited for those countries which cause the course of growth by perpetuating technical perspectives.
The world which is dependent on technology should harness the potential of the technical domain
when they have aptly bounded the cause of growth in the nature of trade by ample expertise on
technical means. As of in India the progressive folds need continuous corrections for the technical
domain as large population cannot surrender their will to the technical domain.

The expeditious cause in the new instrument of progress is to be traced in the quality folds for
development which is meant for locating the virtues in development intrinsic to the nature of
populations and at the same time make a case for development by service to mankind by true modes
in work outs. The open forefronts of developmental cause in this new instrument of progress lays

stress in the purpose which is associated as true modes for development. The virtues in development
are meant to be discovered in the service to the mankind which is directly related with monetary
supremacy for the people. The nature of trades thus should suffice the monetary perspectives for the
populations. The associative clauses should open avenues for development which can be carried to
long ranges and to long durations of times. The purpose of development thus should be located into
the nature of populations. The computer as of today is the most virtuous element for progress in the
present world. The adaptability of the computer in personal purposes is enormous and in due course of
time it is going to be the main element of progress for all of the mankind. The nature of trades as of
mended by the computers should harness the potential of the populations of the country. The in clause
rule for supremacy as advocated by the computers should transcend the heart of the nation such that
we associate the causes in development as of made for the populations of the country. The surety in
purposes should be located in the computer domain and for this we need an instrument of progress
which can truly set the limits for developmental folds. By far if we keep making use of the computers
on the lines as workouts dictated by the western world we cannot guarantee safety of workouts in the
national arena. The terminology for computers is to be set in national fervor such that computer
domain make for most of the wishes of most of the populations. The stress is on computers for
defining the purposes for development. The set terms in developmental forefronts are to make way for
pragmatism by way of computers which should locate virtues in the natural instinct of mankind in the
nation. The bifurcation of the terms in development is now to be traced in the terminology of quality
governing the entire world. The populated world cannot make way for technical domain in easy terms
while the world as a whole cannot replicate the dominance of the western terms. The quality term for
development is required for exploration in the computer domain. The computer is a feasible
component for quality and we need expertise to harness the potentialities of the national streams by
explorations on the computer workouts.

The association of quality is to be traced in the local attributes of the nation. The world as
such cannot replicate the same modes of development for all of the populations of the world. The
regional factors which make way for progressive folds need to be associated for serving the needs of
all of the populations. The association of quality becomes open for serving the needs of the
populations to the greatest extent possible. The opportunism as located in the computer domain in the
present world locates virtues for all of the populations on the same platform. The workouts in
development are traced in the potential of the populations requires that we set the terms in
development by making way for technology to adapt to our suitability and acknowledging the terms
for development as of mending the folds for our requirements. The possibilities of continuous
developmental forefronts are traced for in harnessing the talent of the nation to fruitful workouts
which is possible only when the pragmatism of the developmental policies encourages the virtues in
the nation to natural fervors which can make for virtues for all of the populations. The crux of the
whole discussion is that we need to make way for quality in international terms such that we associate
the advantages of the modern world to local or national forefronts. The perspectives of growth are
associated to the maximum when the potential of the populations is located in the regional attributes
which can enhance their performance and can pave way for progress on individual terms. An
instrument of progress is needed which can define the developmental forefronts of the nation in
quality terminology.

The governance in a country is limited to the local attributes and the governing folds try to
optimize the performances in the various fields for benefits to all of the populations in the country.

The association of quality is to be seen as enhancing the performance of the populations by in clause
economic uplifting of all of the populations. The quality terms in development demand that we try to
optimize the performance of a particular field by continuous inputs as of improving the costing value
of the product and services for gains to the populations. The dynamism in quality improvement
techniques inherits a particular feature that it optimizes on the cost of the product and services in the
economic run. An instrument of progress can be authorized to monitor the performance of the various
fields of interest in the economic run. The processes yield in value and cost need to be monitored for
by associating technical workouts for scrutiny by improvement in technical fields. The computers are
adaptable to any kind of problem in any field and they try to optimize the performance of the fields by
their ability to process enhanced aptitudes for excelling achievements. It will be the wholesome
expertise of the computers which will make the transition to the new state feasible as of optimizing
the performance in the long economic run. The computers are adaptable to technology and application
of the computers in the field of expertise will make the performance of the fields very congenial for
optimizing the performance of the product and services. An instrument of progress which optimizes
the governing folds of the various fields of work can be authorized by setting standards at various
stages in the long economic run. The standards of the fields would be set by inspection of the
prevailing norms in the fields of work.

The invasion of foreign brands in the national forefronts may lead to uprooting of domestic
markets and thus it is essential to compare the quality of the product with the quality of products
which are produced in the nation. The association of quality thus should be dealt with in profitable
terms for all of the products. Economic theories should be developed which can associate an
advantageous prospect for the economic parameters in the country. A limiting value should be
associated that only those people will be able to buy the foreign products those who can pay in terms
of the currency of the foreign nation with which they trade the product. The availability of the foreign
currency in the nation should in clause with developmental forefronts in the country which can bring
foreign currency to the nation. The foreign currency brought to the nation should be used for
purchasing of foreign goods. The possibilities of development in the international arena will lay the
foundations of bringing the foreign currency to the nation by in clause rules as of extensions in the
world trade needs mutual co-operation among nations for trade. The workouts of development will
prove more prudent when the economic theories are able to reflect the potential of the developmental
workouts to the nature of the populations such that we associate true justice for all of the populations.
Brands of foreign countries are for those who value the foreign culture and work for the
developmental forefronts at the international level. The domestic products are for those who can
associate an advantageous prospect of the domestic industry. We can associate true justice for all of
the people of the country if we make for economic theories which associate the nature of trades with
the level of expertise encompassing the person. Very high expertise is for the foreign nationals while
mediocre quality of workouts is for the national populations. As instrument of progress which restricts
the entry of foreign products in the national stream is required such that we do justice to all of the
populations in the world.

The computer technology in the form of internet has reduced the world to a single
community. The ramifications of this internet technology are that it has made possible foreign brands
to invade any country of the world. The enhanced view of foreign products leads to suppressing the
will of the people to locate favors to the domestic products. These products project a depressing
picture of the domestic industry and curtail the spirit of common people to work on lines which can

benefit most of the populations in the country. An enthusiastic picture of the domestic industry
requires that economic theories restrict the invasion of foreign technology only to the extent it is
feasible for the country. The feasibility of the foreign technology should be monitored for gains in the
long run if the foreign technology will optimize the resources of the country by way of featuring in
the country for long periods of times. Economic theories should reflect the potential of the domestic
industry and at the same time should provide international exposure only to the extent it seems
feasible for the national outlook. Quality terminology for technology so far has been raced in
optimizing the performance of the product and services. The technology is running at a fast pace thus
it is essential to locate favors to the domestic industry in the form of latest technology thus foreign
dependence is but an essentiality. We need to optimize our performance at the international level.
Quality thresholds should be prescribed for the national economy such that we make for most of the
causes of the domestic industry by mass satisfaction to all of the populations. An instrument of
progress should be authorized for curtailing foreign invasion in the domestic industry and limiting the
utilization of foreign technology only to the feasible terms for development.

The transitional phases of welfare state policy norm has seen many of the instruments of
progress enacted to serve the populations. The beginning of the welfare state saw insertion of utility
services such as water supply to all houses, electrification to remotest places, communications
channels such as telephones, telecommunications such as television etc. The purpose of these utility
services was to provide the human mankind a raised platform of living such that they can seek higher
understanding of the potential forces of living. The enactment saw these services manifesting as true
developmental forces for all of the mankind. The purposes of these utility services saw enhanced trade
in the nation and as such these potential forces of development made way for more instruments of
progress which lead the way to safer and secure terms for livings while satisfying the demands of
development in increasing measures. The welfare state now can be geared for more service to the
mankind with the enactment of instruments of progress such as optimum interest rate system,
insurance system, stock markets and many such enactments which enhance trade and virtues for
livings. The sole purpose of instruments of progress is to provide a platform such that to suit the
requirements for enhanced trade and lead the developmental forefront on virtuous grounds.

The new instruments of progress which we envisage in this workout as based on quality
considerations is meant to be a mentor for enhanced trade in world localities. The purpose is to be
traced in the effects the technological upbringing can cause to the nature of populations. The efforts
are to be located for safe passage to technological upbringing such that we make for most of the
wishes of the people in terms of technological workouts. The technology itself is virtuous only when
it serves the basics of welfare state norm and quality considerations are but an effort to guide the
thresholds of technological workouts to safe channeling into the public. The technology itself should
be a soothing balm and should not be an obstruction for the wishes of the people thus we require a
threshold by which we make technology a virtuous prospect. The purpose is located for service to the
mankind in the long run is meant to be traced in the technological jargons and thus we should adopt
technology only when it serves the purposes in high aptitude.

